I. Introduction. Bürau [1] and Zariski [7] showed that algebroid singularities can be classified by the knot type obtained by looking at that part of the curve lying on the boundary of a small polydisc (or ball) centered at the singularity. In this paper, by examining the isotopy class of the link obtained by looking at that part of an analytic curve lying on the boundary of an unbounded polydisc, we will obtain information about the genus and the number of singularities of that part of the curve lying within the polydisc. Thus, we get global instead of local results.
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As an application to algebraic geometry, we give a topological proof of a Pliicker formula. Also, for many proper maps of Riemann surfaces into C2, we can count the number of points where the map fails to be regular or one-one.
The complex analysis and the knot theory are in different sections, with independent proofs.
II. Counting singularities. Let S be a one-dimensional analytic subvariety in a neighborhood of BB = {(z1, z2) e C2| Iz^A"} such that S n BR is compact. More generally, since we are not concerned with S outside of BR, S can be the image of a continuous map F=(f1,f2): M -s-BB, where M is a compact complex 1-manifold with boundary, F(8M)c8BR, F is holomorphic on the interior of M, and F is one-one on 8M, the topological boundary of M. Topologically 8BR is the product of a 1-sphere S1 and an open 2-cell E2. We shall coordinatize 8BR by z2 and the argument of Zj. F restricted to 8M gives a link LR: 8M -> 8BR. We shall use LR to refer to either the map LR or to its image. We want to count the singularities of F using topological properties of LR.
All links in this paper will have a finite number of components. To see what LR looks like, we approximate LR by LR_e, which is F restricted to F~1(8BR_s) = 8MR^e. Choose e so that//(z)#0 on 8MR_S. As we traverse a component of 8MR_e in the positive direction, arg zr in the image is strictly monotone increasing since /i is orientation preserving and a local homeomorphism. i/i(SÄB_«; Z)xZ and we choose a generator which has an increasing z1 argument. Then the homology class of LB_£ is, by the argument principle, equal in number to the number of zeroes of fv Since as c->0, LR.E^LR, for small enough e (see (1) lim sw (Le) = lim 1 f V ^(arg t/2(z')-/2(z)),
where /i and/2 are the coordinates for Le and where, for fixed z, the sum is over all z' such thatfi(z')=f1(z) and z'/z.
Thus sw (L) looks at the change in argument between points having the same zx coordinate and is integer valued. Since sw (Le) depends continuously on Le and is integer valued, sw (L) is well defined and is unchanged if we deform L through links with monotone increasing zx argument. In the next section, we shall see that sw (L) is an isotopy invariant that can be defined for any link in S1 x E2. Definition 2. Let L and L' be links in 8BR with monotone increasing zx arguments. Approximate L and L' by differentiable links Le and L'e with positive Jx derivatives.
here f and f2 are the coordinates and where, for fixed z e££, the sum is over z' such that f1(z')=f1(z) and z' e L's. The integration is over z in L£.
I(L, L') is just the usual linking number if we embed S1 x E2 in S3 in the usual manner. In our case, this corresponds to replacing 8BR by S3 = {(Zi, z2) I sup |zi|, |z2|/A = R} where N is chosen sufficiently large so that L and L' lie in S3.
We must assign multiplicities to the singularities of F. Nodes (i.e. points in the image of F where the image is locally two intersecting submanifolds with different tangent planes) receive multiplicity one. Any singularity can be approximated by some fixed positive number of nodes (see Corollary 2), which is its multiplicity. Statement (4) below is a weaker result than one of Martinelli [4] , who shows that BR can be quite arbitrary. Proof. We can first approximate Farbitrarily closely on the interior of M so that the only singularities of the map are nodes and so that f[{z) has only simple zeroes. LB_£ is deformed only slightly so that sw(LB_£) is unchanged. Singularities are replaced by the appropriate number of nodes. Thus we may assume that the only singularities of F are nodes, where we must replace BR by BR_e. There can be no singularities near 8M since as e -»■ 0, sw (LB_e) >s constant and thus d on the right side of (3) cannot increase.
On Af, form the function p(z) = Yl?f2(z')-f2(z) where z' + z and fi(z')=f1(z). p(z) is holomorphic except possibly at a z such that /i'(z') = 0 for some z with fi(z')=fi(z).
Since p(z) is locally bounded, it must have a removable singularity at such a z.
2tt sw (L) is nothing more than the total change in argument forp(z) as z traverses 8M. Thus sw (L) equals the number of zeroes of p(z). p(z) = 0 can occur only when f2(z)=f2(z'),fi(z)=f1(z'), Zy^z', i.e. at a node, or when z' -> z, i.e. where //(z) = 0. Every node yields two zeroes, one for each of the points which are not separated. For the other possibility, f{(z)=0 is a simple zero and/2'(z)^0 by our approximation assumption. If f(z) is thus locally z2, then z' = -z and p(z) has a simple zero.
Look at F~1(8Br)={z e M \ \fi(z)\ = r}. When r=0 we get h points and for small r, h circles (we may assume that_/i(z) and f{(z) have disjoint zeroes). Let r increase to R -e. The number of components of F~1(8Br) increases or decreases by one each time we go through a z such that //(z) = 0. The number of components cannot change at other z since they can only combine or divide when f is not a local homeomorphism, can only, by the minimum principle, appear at points where/i(z) = 0, and, by the maximum principle, cannot contract to points and disappear. We start with h components, end with p. components and have g handles.
Since M is connected, there must be (h-\) + 2g + (p-1) places where /i'(z)=0 ((«-1) points to join the h components, 2 points for each of the handles, and (/*-1) points to end with p components, although generally not in that order). Hence (3) is proved.
(4) is easier to prove. Let, for z e Mx, g(z) = Y\S'f2(z')-f2(z) where z' e M2 and f\(z)=f\{z'). Now argue as before.
If we have a singularity at the origin having one branch and z2 = 0 gives the tangent line, then the knot corresponding to the singularity necessarily lies in 8Be, for small e. We shall see in the next section that generalizations of sw (■) serve to classify such knots in S1 x E2. Corollary 2. Let K<^8BE be the knot associated to a singularity with one branch. Then 2d=sw (K)-(h-1) where d is the multiplicity of the singularity and h is the homology class of the knot. Proof. Since a cusp may be parametrized by (z2, z3) and has as corresponding knot a torus knot of type (2, 3) , the multiplicity of a cusp is one.
Choose the line / at infinity so that Cn / is m distinct points, having homogeneous coordinates (1, p(, 0), 1 ^ i^m. Then as R= \zx\ oo, looking at dBR n C, z2/z1->pi and we get m distinct circles, each with homology class one and each pair having linking number one. There are m(m-1) ordered pairs of circles, so by (3) m(m-\) = (m-\) + (m-l) + 2g + 2n + 2s.
We can get some information about trying to embed Riemann surfaces to C2. See Proof. The maximum principle shows that MR is, for sufficiently large R, a Riemann surface with boundary of genus g and with fi boundary components. Since every singularity of F has multiplicity at least one, (5) is just the condition that there be no singularities.
III. Isotopy invariance. If we deform a link L in T=SxxE2, (1) will not, in general, suffice to define sw (L) since arg zx need not be increasing and singularities may occur in the integral, even assuming that L remains differentiable. We shall define, in the topological category, i.e. for all continuous embeddings L: {jt Si -> T, an isotopy invariant sw(L) which coincides with (1) when L has an increasing Zj argument. L, or more precisely the image of L, need not be connected, although stronger invariants may be obtained by looking at each component of L separately. We retain our parametrization of T=B, = {(Zl,z2)eC2\ \z,\ m 1}.
Let {Li} be the components of L. Let ht be the homology class of Lf. To every point (zl5 z2) of Li assign arg zx which, after starting somewhere and varying the argument continuously, is well defined modulo 2^. To generalize sw (L) from (1), start dXpeL and p' e L such that arg p sarg p', mod 2n and p and />' are in different components or arg p^ arg p', mod 2^/;;. Look at the argument of the z2 coordinate of p -p and follow the change in argument as p varies around L. When the derivative of arg p changes sign we reverse the direction in which we are traversing L. Eventually we return to our starting pair, sw (L) is the sum of all changes in the z2 argument which occur in this manner. Thus, Let s be arclength on Ui S\. Then where the sum is over all s' such that f1(s')=f1(s) and s and s' are in different components or arg/1(/)^arg/l(.y) mod 2nhi. e(s') is the sign of the derivative of the zx argument at s'. sw (L) is necessarily an integer, for look at the pairs (s, s'). They form a 1-complex and every 0-cell, occurring when s or s' is a vertex, is on the boundary of an even number of 1-cells, and in fact is on the boundary of two 1-cells unless both .y and s' are vertices and the derivatives of both arg (fxis)) and arg (/i(j')) change sign at s and s'. In this last case, (s, s') is on the boundary of four 1-cells. Thus as we follow arg (/aC*')-TaC*)) around the 1-complex, we eventually return to our starting point, without retracing paths. (6) shows that sw (L) depends continuously on f2. Hence sw (L) is invariant under homotopies which keep the Zj-coordinates fixed and which have no self-intersections at s and s' such that s and s' are in different components or argf,(s)&argf,(s'), mod 2-rrhi. T=Sl x E1 x E1. Projecting onto S1xE1, we get a link diagram for L. By arbitrarily small deformations of L we may get a link whose projection is in general position (see [2, p. 7] 
sw(L) = £ Proof. Without changing/i or the link diagram we deform L so that it lies in the plane of S1 x E1 except near the crossings. This does not change sw (L).
rf(arg/a(j')-/a(j)) ds except near the crossings. One checks the cases, i.e. r>= ± 1 and the under-and overpass have increasing or decreasing z1 arguments and one sees that (7) is correct. In T, measure distance in S1 by arclength in S1. Proof, am > 0 by compactness. We shall use the triangles A to construct a suitable homotopy between L and L and then look at the changes in the link diagram. We may add vertices to L and L so that \vf-vj+1\ < 8', with 8' such that S'<; S and \fi(s')-f1(s)\<ml6 and \f2(s')-f2(s)\ <m/6 if |s' -s| < 8', and not change the hypotheses of the lemma.
Replace the segment with end points L(vj) and L(vj+1) by two segments, (Liv}), LXv,)) and L(vj+2) ). Eventually we get a homotopy H (requiring a small change of the parametrization of L), 77: (J S} x 7-> T.
Use H to assign a continuously varying argument, modulo 2Tthu on each component in the image of H. The replacement of segments as defined in the previous paragraph is just like [6, p. 8] except that there may be some intersections. Since (iii) prevents pathologies, an intersection corresponds to changing an underpass to an overpass. We wish first to show that at any such crossing the zx arguments of the under-and overpasses, which must be in the same component, are equal. Hence sw (L), by Lemma 1, will be unchanged.
Suppose/^, r)=/iO', t) and/20, t)=f2(s', t). Theorem 5. Let H=(f1,f2): (Ui Sf) x 7^ F be an isotopy between the links La = {fi,f2, 0) cmdL1=(f1,f2, 1). Then sw (L0) = sw (L,).
Proof. Use H to assign continuously za arguments to the image of H. Since (U Sf)xl is compact, m(t) = m(f1,f2, t) of Lemma 2 is bounded away from 0. Thus we may use Lemma 2 to find polygonal links Lt which approximate {fuf2, t) and which have the same sw (L() for all t. Thus sw (L0) = sw (Lj). Since >«iWi+1, the swt are listed in (9) with strictly increasing values, so that the rrij are all determined, using m = mx ■ ■ ■ mk to determine mk from the previous my and m, the homology class of K. Then the rij are also all determined.
To prove (9), when k = 1, we have a torus knot of type (otj, n^) and (9) is true. We now proceed by induction.
In general Ak winds mk times about Ak^1 in the direction of the parallels. Thus if i=0 mod m1-• ■mj-1 and i£0 mod mx-■ -nij and we look at s' and s with arg s'-arg s=2ni, mod 2rrm, after s winds about S1 nv ■ ■mk_1 times, we see that f2(3')-/2(f) changes argument by • •my+1«y2ir. But instead of completing a full circuit around Ak, we have only gone around Ak_1 and /4fc winds mk times around ^4fc_i in this direction. Thus swi=mkmk-1-■ •mj+1nj.
Finally if i=0 mod • • we have that Ak winds «k times around Ak_x in the direction of the meridians, so that swä (K) is the same as for the knot {{mk, nk)} or just nk, as desired.
